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Motivated by the fact that circular or spherical data are often
much concentrated around a location θ, we consider inference about θ
under high concentration asymptotic scenarios for which the proba-
bility of any fixed spherical cap centered at θ converges to one as the
sample size n diverges to infinity. Rather than restricting to Fisher–
von Mises–Langevin distributions, we consider a much broader, semi-
parametric, class of rotationally symmetric distributions indexed by
the location parameter θ, a scalar concentration parameter κ and
a functional nuisance f . We determine the class of distributions for
which high concentration is obtained as κ diverges to infinity. For
such distributions, we then consider inference (point estimation, con-
fidence zone estimation, hypothesis testing) on θ in asymptotic sce-
narios where κn diverges to infinity at an arbitrary rate with the
sample size n. Our asymptotic investigation reveals that, interest-
ingly, optimal inference procedures on θ show consistency rates that
depend on f . Using asymptotics “a` la Le Cam”, we show that the
spherical mean is, at any f , a parametrically super-efficient estima-
tor of θ and that the Watson and Wald tests for H0 : θ = θ0 enjoy
similar, non-standard, optimality properties. We illustrate our results
through simulations and treat a real data example. On a technical
point of view, our asymptotic derivations require challenging expan-
sions of rotationally symmetric functionals for large arguments of f .
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2 D. PAINDAVEINE AND TH. VERDEBOUT
1. Introduction. Directional statistics is concerned with data on the
unit sphere Sp−1 = {x ∈ Rp : ‖x‖2 = x′x = 1} of Rp or more generally
on Riemannian manifolds such as a torus or an infinite cylinder. Directional
data are present in many fields and have attracted a lot of attention in
the last decade. Recent applications include analysis of magnetic remanence
through copulae on product manifolds in Jupp (2015), analysis of animal
movement using angular regression in Rivest et al. (2016), or analysis of
flight trajectories through principal component analysis for functional data
on Sp−1 in Dai and Mu¨ller (2018), to cite only a few. For an overview of the
topic, we refer to Mardia and Jupp (2000) and Ley and Verdebout (2017).
In this paper, we consider a class of distributions on Sp−1 admitting a
density at x that is proportional to f(κx′θ), where θ ∈ Sp−1, κ > 0 and f is
a monotone increasing function from R to R+ (throughout, densities on Sp−1
will be with respect to the surface area measure). The resulting distribution
on the sphere will be denoted as Rotp(θ, κ, f) to stress its rotational symme-
try : if X ∼ Rotp(θ, κ, f), then OX and X are equal in distribution for any
p×p orthogonal matrix O such that Oθ = θ. Clearly, θ is the modal location
on the sphere, hence plays the role of a location parameter. In contrast, κ is
a scale or concentration parameter. This terminology is justified by the fact
that, for many functions f , the distribution Rotp(θ, κ, f) becomes arbitrar-
ily concentrated around θ as κ diverges to infinity; it is in particular so for
the celebrated Fisher–von Mises–Langevin (FvML) distributions, that are
obtained with f = exp. FvML distributions play a central role in directional
statistics, a role that can be compared to the one played by Gaussian dis-
tributions in classical multivariate setups. For instance, the responses of the
circular/spherical regression models in Rivest (1986), Downs and Mardia
(2002), SenGupta, Kim and Arnold (2013) and Rosenthal et al. (2014) are
FvML with a location parameter that depends on the predictors.
In most applications, the location parameter θ is the parameter of in-
terest, whereas the concentration parameter κ and the infinite-dimensional
parameter f are unspecified nuisances. The most classical estimator of θ
is the spherical mean, whereas the most celebrated test for H0 : θ = θ0,
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where θ0 ∈ Sp−1 is fixed, is the Watson test (see Sections 3 and 4, re-
spectively). In the standard asymptotic scenario under which n diverges to
infinity with κ fixed, the asymptotic properties of these procedures are well-
known; see, e.g., Mardia and Jupp (2000). In particular, the spherical mean
is root-n consistent, whereas the Watson test shows non-trivial asymptotic
powers under sequences of local alternatives of the form H(n)1 : θ = θn
with
√
n‖θn − θ0‖ → c > 0.
In practice, the asymptotic results above are relevant in cases where the
underlying concentration κ is neither too small nor too large. For small
values of κ, the fixed-κ asymptotic distribution of the spherical mean and
the corresponding asymptotic null distribution of Wn only poorly approxi-
mate the exact distribution of these statistics, unless the sample size n at
hand is extremely large. This motivates considering a double asymptotic
scenario where κ = κn goes to zero as n diverges to infinity. The observa-
tions Xn1, . . . ,Xnn are then assumed to form a random sample from the dis-
tribution Rotp(θ, κn, f), with κn = o(1), which makes it here strictly neces-
sary to consider triangular arrays of observations. Such a “low-concentration
double asymptotic scenario” was considered in Paindaveine and Verdebout
(2017), where it was proved that the faster κn goes to zero, the poorer
the consistency rates of the aforementioned inference procedures. More pre-
cisely, (i) if κn = o(1) with κn
√
n → ∞, then κn
√
n(θˆn − θ) is asymp-
totically normal, so that the consistency rate of the spherical mean dete-
riorates from
√
n (in the standard fixed-κ case) to κn
√
n (in the present
case); (ii) if κn = O(1/
√
n), then the spherical mean is not consistent any-
more. Similarly, in situation (i), the Watson test shows non-trivial asymp-
totic powers under sequences of local alternatives of the form H(n)1 : θ = θn
with κn
√
n‖θn − θ0‖ → c > 0, and, in situation (ii), there is no sequence of
alternatives under which this test would be consistent. These behaviors of
the spherical mean and of the Watson test are non-standard yet expected: as
the concentration κn gets smaller, the distribution Rotp(θ, κn, f) becomes
increasingly closer to the uniform distribution on Sp−1 for which the pa-
rameter of interest θ is not identifiable. In other words, inference on θ is
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increasingly challenging as κ decreases to zero, which reflects in the deteri-
oration of the consistency rates above.
The situation for large concentrations κ is similar yet different. On the
one hand, it is still so that a standard, fixed-κ, asymptotic analysis could in
principle fail describing in a suitable way the finite-sample behaviors of the
spherical mean and of the Watson test statistic under high concentration.
On the other hand, inference about θ intuitively becomes increasingly easy
as the distribution gets more and more concentrated around θ, which should
make it possible to define “super-efficient” estimators and tests on θ. Infer-
ence for “concentrated” FvML distributions actually has already been quite
much considered in the literature. One of the first papers tackling inference
problems for the location parameter of FvML distributions under large val-
ues of κ is Watson (1984), where asymptotic results as κ→∞ with n fixed
were derived. In the same asymptotic scenario, Rivest (1986) investigated
the null limiting behavior of a goodness-of-fit test for FvML distributions,
whereas Rivest (1989), Downs and Mardia (2002) and Downs (2003) con-
sidered spherical regression in a concentrated FvML setup. Rosenthal et al.
(2014) analyzed concentrated data using a regression model with an FvML
noise. Fujikoshi and Watamori (1992) obtained the asymptotic null distri-
butions of various test statistics for H0 : θ = θ0 again as κ → ∞ with n
fixed, and derived the asymptotic powers of the corresponding tests under
appropriate sequences of local alternatives. Still in the framework of FvML
distributions, Watamori (1996) reviewed point estimation and (one-sample
and multi-sample) hypothesis testing in the standard asymptotic scenario
where n → ∞ with κ fixed and in the concentrated scenario where κ → ∞
with n fixed. Arnold and Jupp (2013) and Arnold, Jupp and Schaeben (2018)
considered estimation of “highly concentrated rotations”. Finally, Chikuse
(2003a) considered inference for concentrated matrix FvML distributions,
still in a setup where κ→∞ with n fixed; see also Chikuse (2003b). Mono-
graphs covering inference for concentrated FvML distributions include Wat-
son (1983) and Mardia and Jupp (2000).
This review of the literature shows that inference on θ under high con-
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centration is a classical topic in directional statistics. Yet this review also
reveals some important limitations in previous studies: (i) all asymptotic
results available are as κ → ∞ with n fixed, while, parallel to the low-
concentration case above, a double asymptotic scenario where κ = κn would
go to infinity with n would be at least as natural (particularly so if κn would
be allowed to diverge to infinity at an arbitrary rate as a function of n);
(ii) all results are limited to the parametric case of FvML distributions, so
that the asymptotic properties of the spherical mean and of the Watson
test remain unknown in the broader semiparametric class of Rotp(θ, κ, f)
distributions; (iii) for hypothesis testing, most works focused on the null
hypothesis: very few results try and describe asymptotic powers under se-
quences of local alternatives, and, more importantly, not a single optimality
result, to the best of our knowledge, was obtained in the literature. In this
paper, we therefore fill an important gap by deriving results that are getting
rid of the limitations (i)–(iii).
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we fix the notation,
introduce the assumptions that will be used throughout and characterize
the rotationally symmetric distributions that provide high concentration
for arbitrarily large values of κ. In Section 3, we derive the asymptotic
distribution of the spherical mean in a double asymptotic scenario where κn
diverges to infinity at an arbitrary rate with n. Interestingly, in contrast with
what happens for low concentrations, the consistency rate here depends
on the nuisance function f . We also provide confidence zones for θ that
quite naturally take the form of spherical caps centered at the spherical
mean. In Section 4, we study the asymptotic behaviour of the Watson and
Wald tests. In Section 5, we turn to optimality issues and show that, under
mild assumptions on f , the sequence of statistical experiments considered
is locally asymptotically normal. We establish the Le Cam optimality of
the spherical mean estimator and of the Watson and Wald tests under high
concentration. Finally, a real data application is conducted in Section 6 and
a wrap up is provided in Section 7. Proofs are collected in the appendix.
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2. High concentration. Throughout, we will denote as P
(n)
θn,κn,f
the
hypothesis under which the observations Xn1, . . . ,Xnn form a random sam-
ple from the distribution Rotp(θn, κn, f) described in the introduction, that
is, the hypothesis under which these observations are mutually independent
and share the common density
(2.1) x 7→ cp,κn,fΓ(
p−1
2 )
2pi(p−1)/2
f(κnx
′θn),
where Γ(·) is the Euler Gamma function and the constant cp,κ,f is given by
(2.2) cp,κ,f := 1
/∫ 1
−1
(1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κs) ds.
In the sequel, f : R → R+ is assumed to be monotone non-decreasing
on (−∞, 0] and monotone increasing on [0,∞). Under this assumption, the
location parameter θn is properly identified as the modal location on the
sphere. One way to also make κn and f identifiable would be to further
impose f(0) = f ′(0) = 1. We will not impose these conditions since we also
want to consider functions f that are not differentiable at zero. The resulting
lack of identifiability will not be an issue in the sequel since κn and f play
the role of nuisance parameters when conducting inference on θn.
We will often make use of the tangent-normal decomposition of Xni with
respect to θn, which reads Xni = uniθn + vniSni, with
uni = X
′
niθn, vni :=
√
1− u2ni,
and
Sni :=
(Ip − θnθ ′n)Xni
‖(Ip − θnθ ′n)Xni‖
=
1
vni
(Ip − θnθ ′n)Xni.
The cosine uni is associated with the latitude of Xni with respect to the
“north pole” θn, whereas Sni determines the corresponding hyper-longitude.
Under P
(n)
θn,κn,f
, un1 and Sn1 are mutually independent, Sn1 is uniformly
distributed on S⊥θn := {x ∈ Sp−1 : x′θn = 0}, and un1 admits the density
(2.3) s 7→ cp,κn,f (1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κns) I[s ∈ [−1, 1]],
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where I[A] stands for the indicator function of the set A. The moments
of un1 under P
(n)
θn,κn,f
will play an important role below and will be denoted
as en` := E[u
`
n1], ` = 1, 2, . . . We will also write e˜n2 = en2−e2n1 for the corre-
sponding variance. The function f governs (jointly with κn) the distribution
of the angle arccos(un1) between Xn1 and θn, hence is sometimes referred
to as an angular function.
The present paper is concerned with sequences of rotationally symmetric
distributions that are asymptotically highly concentrated, meaning that the
probability mass of any fixed spherical cap centered at θn converges to one
as n diverges to infinity. More precisely, we will say that the sequence of
hypotheses P
(n)
θn,κn,f
is asymptotically highly concentrated if and only if, for
any sequence (κn) diverging to infinity and any ε ∈ (0, 2), we have
(2.4) P
(n)
θn,κn,f
[
X′n1θn > 1− ε
]
= cp,κn,f
∫ 1
1−ε
(1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κns) ds→ 1,
that is, if and only if un1 converges in probability to one as soon as (κn)
diverges to infinity. Since this is clearly a property that depends on f only,
we will say that f provides high concentration if and only if (2.4) holds. Not
all functions f provide high concentration. The polynomial functions z 7→
f(z) = tbI[t ≥ 0] are examples since, for any ε ∈ (0, 1), they yield
cp,κn,f
∫ 1
1−ε
(1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κns) ds =
∫ 1
1−ε(1− s2)(p−3)/2sb ds∫ 1
0 (1− s2)(p−3)/2sb ds
=: C < 1,
where C does not depend on n. It is easy to check that z 7→ f(z) =
pi
2 + arctan(z) does not provide high concentration either, but that the an-
gular FvML function z 7→ f(z) = exp(z) does. It is therefore desirable to
characterize the functions f providing high concentration, which is the aim
of the following result.
Theorem 2.1. Let f : R→ R+ be monotone non-decreasing on (−∞, 0]
and monotone increasing on [0,∞). Assume that f is differentiable in a
neighborhood of ∞ (in the sense that there exists M such that f is differ-
entiable over (M,∞)) and put ϕf := f ′/f , where f ′ is the derivative of f .
Then we have the following:
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(i) If κϕf (κ)↗∞ as κ→∞, then f provides high concentration.
(ii) If κϕf (κ) → c(> 0) as κ → ∞, then f does not provide high concen-
tration.
(iii) If κϕf (κ)↘ 0 as κ→∞, then f does not provide high concentration.
In this result, g(κ)↗∞ (resp., g(κ)↘ 0) as κ→∞ means that (a) g(κ)
diverges to infinity (resp., converges to zero) as κ diverges to infinity and that
(b) there exists M such that κ 7→ g(κ) is monotone non-decreasing (resp.,
monotone non-increasing) over (M,∞). Essentially, Theorem 2.1 states that
high concentration is obtained if f(z) diverges to infinity at least exponen-
tially fast as z diverges to infinity. In particular, this result confirms that the
polynomial and arctan functions f above do not provide high concentration,
but that the FvML one does. Writing throughout zb := sgn(z)|z|b, it also
shows that all functions z 7→ fb(z) := exp(zb), with b > 0, do provide high
concentration. These functions f , which include the FvML one, will be our
main running examples below.
In the rest of the paper, F will stand for the collection of functions f :
R → R+ that (i) are monotone non-decreasing on (−∞, 0] and monotone
increasing on [0,∞), (ii) are differentiable in a neighborhood of ∞, (iii) are
such that κϕf (κ)↗∞ as κ→∞ and (iv) satisfy, for any ξ, ζ > −1,
(2.5)
∫ 1
−1
gξ,ζ(s)
∣∣elog f(κs)−log f(κ) − e(s−1)κϕf (κ)∣∣ ds = o( 1
(κϕf (κ))ξ+1
)
as κ→∞, with gξ,ζ(s) := (1−s)ξ(1+s)ζ . As the following result shows, our
prototypical examples of angular functions f providing high concentration
meet these properties.
Proposition 2.1. For any b > 0, the function z 7→ fb(z) = exp(zb)
belongs to F .
As already mentioned, the moments of un1 = X
′
n1θn under P
(n)
θn,κn,f
will
play a key role in the sequel. It will actually be important to understand
the asymptotic behavior of these moments under high concentration. This
is the role of the following result.
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Theorem 2.2. Fix an integer p ≥ 2 and f ∈ F . Let (κn) be a positive
real sequence that diverges to infinity. Then,
(i) 1− en2 = p− 1
κnϕf (κn)
+ o
(
1
κnϕf (κn)
)
,
(ii) e˜n2 =
p− 1
2(κnϕf (κn))2
+ o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))2
)
and
(iii) E
[
v4n1
]
=
p2 − 1
(κnϕf (κn))2
+ o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))2
)
as n→∞.
As a corollary, we have
(2.6)
(1− en2)2
e˜n2
= 2(p− 1) + o(1) and E
[
v4n1
]
e˜n2
= 2(p+ 1) + o(1)
as n→∞. Also, Vitali’s Theorem (see, e.g., Theorem 5.5 in Shorack, 2000)
readily implies that, under the conditions of Theorem 2.2, en1 = 1 + o(1)
as n → ∞. One could obtain an expansion of 1 − en1 that is similar to the
one in Theorem 2.2(i), but we will not do so since this is not needed for our
purposes.
3. Point estimation. As mentioned in the introduction, the most clas-
sical estimator of location under rotational symmetry is the spherical mean,
which is given by
θˆn :=
X¯n
‖X¯n‖ ,
with X¯n :=
1
n
∑n
i=1Xni. Under P
(n)
θ,κn,f
, E[Xn1] = λκn,fθ for some positive
scalar factor λκn,f , so that the spherical mean is a moment-type estimator
of θ. It is easy to check that it is also the maximum likelihood estimator of θ
in the class of FvML distributions. This makes it desirable to investigate the
asymptotic behavior of this estimator under high concentration. We have the
following result.
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Theorem 3.1. Fix an integer p ≥ 2, θ ∈ Sp−1 and f ∈ F . Let (κn) be
a positive real sequence that diverges to infinity. Then, under P
(n)
θ,κn,f
,
(3.1)
√
nκnϕf (κn) (θˆn − θ) D→ N
(
0, Ip − θθ ′
)
as n→∞, so that, still under P(n)θ,κn,f ,
(3.2) nκnϕf (κn)
(
1− (θ ′θˆn)2
) D→ χ2p−1
as n→∞ (throughout, D→ denotes convergence in distribution).
Since the sequence (κnϕf (κn)) diverges to infinity under high concentra-
tion, Theorem 3.1 shows that the consistency rate of the spherical mean is
faster than the usual parametric root-n rate. Interestingly, this consistency
rate depends on the angular function f . For instance, for f(z) = exp(zb)
with b > 0, the rate is n(b+1)/2, hence can be arbitrary close to the stan-
dard root-n rate for small b, but can also provide arbitrary fast polynomial
convergence. Clearly, even faster rates can be achieved by considering more
extreme high concentration patterns.
The asymptotic result (3.2) in principle allows constructing confidence
zones for θ. More precisely, it follows from this result that a confidence zone
for θ at asymptotic confidence level 1− α is given by{
θ ∈ Sp−1 : |θ ′θˆn| ≥
√
1− χ
2
p−1,1−α
nκnϕf (κn)
}
,
where χ2p−1,1−α denotes the upper α-quantile of the χ2p−1 distribution. This
confidence zone, however, is problematic in two respects. First, it is not
connected, as it takes the form of two antipodal spherical caps centered
at ±θˆn, which is not natural. Second, while the f -dependent consistency
rate in Theorem 3.1 is interesting, it also leads to confidence zones that
cannot be used in practice since f is usually an unspecified nuisance. The
first problem can be dealt with by deriving a weak limiting result for θ ′θˆn
obtained from a second-order delta method (while Theorem 3.1 results from
a classical, first-order, delta method). We have the following result.
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Theorem 3.2. Fix an integer p ≥ 2, θ ∈ Sp−1 and f ∈ F . Let (κn)
be a positive real sequence that diverges to infinity. Then, under P
(n)
θ,κn,f
,
2nκnϕf (κn)(1− θ ′θˆn) D→ χ2p−1 as n→∞.
This second-order result provides confidence zones at asymptotic confi-
dence level 1− α that are given by
(3.3)
{
θ ∈ Sp−1 : θ ′θˆn ≥ 1−
χ2p−1,1−α
2nκnϕf (κn)
}
,
hence take, quite naturally, the form of (connected) spherical caps centered
at θˆn. Of course, these confidence zones still cannot be used in practice
since f is unspecified. Fortunately, Theorem 2.2(i) allows replacing the un-
known quantity κnϕf (κn) by the quantity (p− 1)/(1− en2) = (p− 1)/(1−
E[(X′n1θ)2]), which can be naturally estimated by (p−1)/(1− eˆn2), where we
let eˆn2 :=
1
n
∑n
i=1(X
′
niθˆn)
2. The following result, that guarantees that this
replacement has no asymptotic impact, opens the door to the construction
of feasible confidence zones.
Theorem 3.3. Fix an integer p ≥ 2, θ ∈ Sp−1 and f ∈ F . Let (κn) be
a positive real sequence that diverges to infinity. Then, under P
(n)
θ,κn,f
,√
n(p− 1)(θˆn − θ)√
1− eˆn2
D→ N (0, Ip − θθ ′)
as n→∞, and, still under P(n)θ,κn,f ,
n(p− 1)(1− (θ ′θˆn)2)
1− eˆn2
D→ χ2p−1 and
2n(p− 1)(1− θ ′θˆn)
1− eˆn2
D→ χ2p−1
as n→∞, where, in all cases, eˆn2 = 1n
∑n
i=1(X
′
niθˆn)
2.
As a direct corollary, a feasible version of the spherical cap confidence
zone in (3.3) is
(3.4)
{
θ ∈ Sp−1 : θ ′θˆn ≥ 1− 1− eˆn2
2n(p− 1)χ
2
p−1,1−α
}
.
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We conducted the following Monte Carlo exercises to check the validity of
Theorems 3.2–3.3. For each combination of a ∈ {0.5, 1} and b ∈ {0.5, 1, 1.4},
we generated M = 10,000 random samples of size n = 100 from the ro-
tationally symmetric distribution with location θ = (1, 0, 0)′ ∈ S2, con-
centration κn = n
a, and angular function z 7→ fb(z) = exp(zb) (numerical
overflows prevented us from considering larger values of b). For each a and b,
Figure 1 plots kernel density estimates of the resulting M values of TOraclen :=
2nκnϕf (κn)(1−θ ′θˆn) and TFeasiblen := 2n(p−1)(1−θ ′θˆn)/(1−eˆn2) (for a = 1,
raw histograms are also provided). Clearly, Figure 1 supports the theoretical
results above, with possibly one exception only, namely the case of TFeasiblen
with b = 0.5. We therefore focused on this case and repeated the same Monte
Carlo exercise with n = 10,000. The results, that are shown in Figure 2, are
now in perfect agreement with the theory for a = 1, whereas the fit still is not
excellent for a = 0.5. A closer inspection provides the explanation: despite
the large sample size n considered in Figure 2, the distribution associated
with a = b = 0.5 is far for being highly concentrated; see the right panel of
this figure. The fit observed for a = 0.5 in the left panel of Figure 2 there-
fore does not contradict our theoretical results, which would materialize for
higher concentrations.
4. Hypothesis testing. We now turn to hypothesis testing and, more
specifically, to the generic problem of testing the null hypothesis H0 : θ = θ0
against the alternative H1 : θ 6= θ0, where θ0 is a fixed unit p-vector. In this
section, we consider the Watson test (Watson, 1983, p. 140) and the Wald
test (Hayakawa, 1990; Hayakawa and Puri, 1985), that respectively reject
the null hypothesis at asymptotic level α whenever
(4.1) Wn :=
n(p− 1)X¯′n(Ip − θ0θ ′0)X¯n
1− 1n
∑n
i=1(X
′
niθ0)
2
and
(4.2) Sn =
n(p− 1)(X¯′nθ0)2 θˆ
′
n(Ip − θ0θ ′0)θˆn
1− 1n
∑n
i=1(X
′
niθ0)
2
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exceed the critical value χ2p−1,1−α. In standard asymptotic scenarios where
the sample size n diverges to infinity with κ fixed, the Watson and Wald
test statistics are asymptotically equivalent in probability under the null
hypothesis, hence also under sequences of contiguous alternatives, so that
these tests may be considered asymptotically equivalent. As shown in Pain-
daveine and Verdebout (2017), however, this asymptotic equivalence does
not survive asymptotic scenarios for which κn = O(1/
√
n) as n diverges to
infinity. This suggests investigating the asymptotic behavior of these tests
under the high concentration scenarios considered in the previous sections.
To do so, let
Rn =
1− 1n
∑n
i=1(X
′
niθ0)
2√
2(p− 1)e˜1/2n2
and decompose the Watson and Wald test statistics into
Wn =:
W˜n
Rn
and Sn =:
(X¯′nθ0)2S˜n
Rn
·
We then have the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1. Fix an integer p ≥ 2, θ0 ∈ Sp−1 and f ∈ F . Let (κn) be a
positive real sequence that diverges to infinity. Let (τ n) be a bounded sequence
in Rp such that θn = θ0 +νnτ n ∈ Sp−1 for all n, with νn := 1/
√
nκnϕf (κn).
Then, under P
(n)
θn,κn,f
, we have Rn = 1 + oP(1) and X¯
′
nθ0 = 1 + oP(1)
as n→∞, so that Wn = W˜n + oP(1) and Sn = S˜n + oP(1) as n→∞.
This lemma ensures that, both under the sequence of null hypotheses
P
(n)
θ0,κn,f
(taking τ n ≡ 0) and under sequences of local alternatives of the
form P
(n)
θn,κn,f
, one may focus on W˜n and S˜n when studying the asymp-
totic behaviors of the Watson and Wald test statistics in (4.1)–(4.2). These
asymptotic behaviors are provided in the following result.
Theorem 4.1. Fix an integer p ≥ 2, θ0 ∈ Sp−1 and f ∈ F . Let (κn)
be a positive real sequence that diverges to infinity. Let (τ n) be a sequence
in Rp converging to τ and such that θn = θ0 + νnτ n ∈ Sp−1 for all n,
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with νn := 1/
√
nκnϕf (κn). Then, (i) under P
(n)
θ0,κn,f
,
Wn = Sn + oP(1)
D→ χ2p−1
as n→∞; (ii) under P(n)θn,κn,f ,
Wn = Sn + oP(1)
D→ χ2p−1
(‖τ ‖2)
as n → ∞, where χ2p−1(c) denotes the non-central chi-square distribution
with p− 1 degrees of freedom and non-centrality parameter c.
This result shows that, under high concentration, the Watson and Wald
test statistics remain asymptotically equivalent in probability both under
the null hypothesis and under the considered sequences of local alternatives.
Both tests show asymptotic size α under the null hypothesis, irrespective of
the angular function f and of the rate at which the concentration κn diverges
to infinity. Theorem 4.1 also reveals that νn describes the consistency rate
of these tests, in the sense that the Watson and Wald tests show non-trivial
asymptotic powers (that is, asymptotic powers in (α, 1)) under sequences
of local alternatives of the form P
(n)
θn,κn,f
, with ν−1n ‖θn − θ0‖ → c > 0. Like
in point estimation, this rate depends on f and is faster than the standard
parametric root-n rate that is obtained for fixed κ; that is, compared to
the alternatives that can be detected in the standard fixed-κ situation, less
severe—hence, more challenging—alternatives can be detected under high
concentration.
We performed the following Monte Carlo exercise to illustrate the results
in Theorem 4.1. For each combination of a ∈ {0.5, 1}, b ∈ {0.5, 1, 1.4} and ` ∈
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, we generated M = 10,000 random samples of size n = 100 from
the rotationally symmetric distribution with concentration κn = n
a, angular
function z 7→ fb(z) = exp(zb), and location
(4.3) θn` =
(
cosαn` − sinαn` 0
sinαn` cosαn` 0
0 0 1
)
θ0,
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where we let θ0 = (1, 0, 0)
′ and αn` := 2 arcsin(`/(2νn)), with νn =
1/
√
nκnϕfb(κn). The alternative locations θn` rewrite θ0 + νnτ n` for some
p-vector τ n` with norm `. Clearly, ` = 0 refers to the null hypothesis H0 :
θ = θ0 and ` = 1, 2, 3, 4 correspond to increasingly severe alternatives.
In each sample, we performed the Watson and Wald tests at asymptotic
level α = 5%. Figure 3 plots, as a function of `, the resulting rejection fre-
quencies, or more precisely, the difference between these rejection frequencies
and the corresponding theoretical limiting powers
(4.4) P[Y` > χ
2
p−1,1−α], with Y` ∼ χ2p−1
(
`2
)
;
see Theorem 4.1(ii). The figure also reports the results for sample size n =
700, but for the case with highest concentration (i.e., the case (a, b) =
(1, 1.4)) for which data generation led to numerical overflow. Rejection fre-
quencies agree well with the limiting powers (note the scale of the verti-
cal axes), particularly for κn = n which provides a higher concentration
than κn =
√
n. The agreement improves as the sample size increases. In all
cases but the one with lowest concentration (i.e., the case (a, b) = (0.5, 0.5)),
the asymptotic equivalence between the Watson and Wald tests materializes
already for n = 100.
5. Local asymptotic normality. The Watson test was shown to en-
joy strong optimality properties, both in the standard asymptotic scenario
where the concentration κn is fixed and in the non-standard one where the
concentration goes to zero; see Paindaveine and Verdebout (2017). In the
latter scenario, the Wald test, on the contrary, fails to be optimal. In this sec-
tion, we investigate the optimality properties of the Watson and Wald tests
and of the spherical mean estimator under high concentration. Optimality
will be in the Le Cam sense, which requires studying the Local Asymptotic
Normality (LAN) of the sequence of fixed-f parametric submodels at hand.
To do so, we will need to reinforce our assumptions on f . Let p(≥ 2) be
an integer, (κn) be a positive sequence diverging to infinity, and (tn) be a
bounded positive sequence. In the sequel, we will denote as FLAN(p, κn, tn)
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the collection of angular functions f ∈ F such that, as κ→∞,
1
f(κ)
∫ 1
−1
(
ϕf (κs)−ϕf (κ)
)2
(1−s2)(p−3)/2f(κs)ds= o
(
1
κ(p+1)/2(ϕf (κ))(p−3)/2
)
and such that, letting h±n (s, w) := −12 t2nκnν2ns ± cntnκnνn(1 − s2)1/2w1/2,
with νn := 1/
√
nκnϕf (κn) and cn := (1− 14ν2nt2n)1/2,
1
f(κn)
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
0
∣∣ log f(κns+ h±n (s, w))− log f(κns)− h±n (s, w)ϕf (κns)∣∣f(κns)
×(1− s2)(p−3)/2 dGp(w)ds = o
(
1
n(κnϕf (κn))(p−1)/2
)
(5.1)
as n→∞, where, for p ≥ 3, Gp is the cumulative distribution function of the
Beta(12 ,
p−2
2 ) distribution, whereas, for p = 2, Gp is the cumulative distri-
bution function of the Dirac distribution in 1. As shown in the next result,
most angular functions fb do satisfy these extra assumptions, sometimes
under an extremely mild restriction on the rate at which the sequence (κn)
diverges to infinity with n.
Proposition 5.1. Let p(≥ 2) be an integer, (κn) be a positive sequence
diverging to infinity, and (tn) be a bounded positive sequence. Then, for
any b ≥ 1, the function z 7→ fb(z) = exp(zb) belongs to FLAN(p, κn, tn).
Provided that there exists ε ∈ (0, 2) such that κbn/(log n) ≥ (1 − b)/(2 − ε)
for n large enough, the same holds for fb, with b ∈ (12 , 1).
In other words, fb, with b ≥ 1, belongs to FLAN(p, κn, tn) irrespective of
the sequences (κn) and (tn), whereas all angular functions fb, with b ∈ (12 , 1),
belong to FLAN(p, κn, tn) in particular when (κn) diverges to infinity at least
as fast as (log n)2, hence e.g. when κn = n
a, with a > 0. We then have the
following LAN result.
Theorem 5.1. Fix an integer p ≥ 2 and θ ∈ Sp−1. Let (κn) be a positive
real sequence that diverges to infinity. Let (τ n) be a bounded sequence in Rp
such that θn = θ+νnτ n ∈ Sp−1 for all n, with νn := 1/
√
nκnϕf (κn). Assume
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that f belongs to FLAN(p, κn, ‖τ n‖). Then, as n→∞ under P(n)θ,κn,f ,
Λθ+νnτn/θ,κn,f := log
dP
(n)
θ+νnτn,κn,f
dP
(n)
θ,κn,f
= τ ′n∆
(n)
θ,f −
1
2
τ ′nΓθτ n + oP(1),
where the central sequence ∆
(n)
θ,f := ν
−1
n (Ip − θθ ′)X¯n, still under P(n)θ,κn,f , is
asymptotically normal with mean zero and covariance matrix Γθ := Ip−θθ ′.
This result shows that the rate νn identified in the previous sections is
actually the contiguity rate associated with the sequence of statistical ex-
periments at hand. Remarkably, this provides one of the few semiparametric
examples (if any) where the contiguity rate depends on the fixed value of
the functional nuisance f . Since the contiguity rate coincides with the rate
of convergence of the spherical mean (see Theorem 3.1), we conclude that
the spherical mean is rate-consistent. Better: since the proof of Theorem 3.1
establishes that √
nκnϕf (κn) (θˆn − θ) = ∆(n)θ,f + oP(1)
as n→∞ under P(n)θ,κn,f , it actually follows from Theorems 3.1 and 5.1 that
the spherical mean is an asymptotically optimal estimator in the sense of the
convolution theorem; see, e.g., Theorem 8.8 from van der Vaart (1998). Turn-
ing to hypothesis testing, it also follows from the LAN result above that the
Watson and Wald tests from the previous section are rate-consistent, since
Theorem 4.1(ii) indicates that these tests show non-trivial asymptotic pow-
ers under the sequence of contiguous alternatives involved in Theorem 5.1.
Actually, in the present LAN framework, an application of the Le Cam third
lemma confirms these asymptotic local powers.
To show this, fix a positive real sequence (κn) that diverges to infinity
and local alternatives as in Theorem 5.1. Then, under the sequence of null
hypotheses P
(n)
θ0,κn,f
,
TWn :=
√
n(p− 1)1/4(X¯n − en1θ0)
21/4e˜
1/4
n2
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is asymptotically normal with mean zero and covariance matrix Γθ0 ; this fol-
lows from (A.9) in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Now, by using Theorem 2.2(ii),
we obtain that, under the same sequence of hypotheses,
Cov
[
TWn ,Λθ0+νnτn/θ0,κn,f
]
= Cov
[
TWn ,∆
(n)
θ0,f
]
τ n + o(1)
=
n
√
κnϕf (κn)(p− 1)1/4
21/4e˜
1/4
n2
E
[
(X¯n − en1θ0)(X¯n − en1θ0)′
]
Γθ0τ n + o(1)
= E
[
TWn (T
W
n )
′]Γθ0τ n + o(1) = τ n + o(1).
Thus, Le Cam’s third lemma entails that, under the sequence of contiguous
alternatives P
(n)
θn,κn,f
, with θn= θ0+νnτ n, νn= 1/
√
nκnϕf (κn) and (τ n)→ τ ,
TWn is asymptotically normal with mean τ and covariance matrix Γθ0 , so
that, under this sequence of hypotheses, W˜n = (T
W
n )
′Γ−θ0T
W
n
D→ χ2p−1
(‖τ ‖2),
where A− stands for the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. From contiguity, we
thus obtain that Wn = W˜n + oP(1)
D→ χ2p−1
(‖τ ‖2) under the alternatives
considered, which, as announced, is in agreement with Theorem 4.1(ii). As
for the Wald test, the fact that Sn
D→ χ2p−1
(‖τ ‖2) under the same sequence of
alternatives directly follows from the result for the Watson test and from the
fact that the null asymptotic equivalence Wn = Sn+oP(1) in Theorem 4.1(i)
extends, from contiguity, to the present contiguous alternatives.
Beyond this, one of the main interests of the LAN result in Theorem 5.1
is to pave the way to the construction of Le Cam optimal tests for the
problem of testing H0 : θ = θ0 versus H1 : θ 6= θ0 under angular function f .
It directly follows from this result that, for this problem, the test rejecting
the null hypothesis at asymptotic level α whenever
Qn := (∆
(n)
θ0,f
)′Γ−θ0∆
(n)
θ0,f
> χ2p−1,1−α
is Le Cam optimal (more precisely, locally asymptotically maximin) at asym-
ptotic level α. Since Theorem 2.2(ii) ensures that, under the null hypothesis,
∆
(n)
θ0,f
=
√
nκnϕf (κn)(Ip − θ0θ ′0)(X¯n − en1θ0)
=
√
n(p− 1)1/4
21/4e˜
1/4
n2
(Ip − θ0θ ′0)(X¯n − en1θ0) + oP(1),
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Lemma 4.1 readily entails that Qn = W˜n + oP(1) = Wn + oP(1) under the
null hypothesis, hence, from contiguity, also under the sequences of local
alternatives above. It follows that, under the assumptions of Theorem 5.1,
the Watson test is optimal in the Le Cam sense. Since the Watson test does
not depend on f , this optimality holds at any f meeting the assumptions
of Theorem 5.1. From the asymptotic equivalence result in Theorem 4.1(i)
and from contiguity, this extends to the Wald test.
In the high concentration framework considered, it may be intuitively ap-
pealing to linearize the problem and apply a standard Euclidean test to the
data projected onto the tangent space to Sp−1 at the null location θ0—or
equivalently, to the data Yni := P
′
θ0
Xni, i = 1, . . . , n, where Pθ0 is an arbi-
trary p × (p − 1) matrix whose columns form an orthornormal basis of the
orthogonal complement of θ0 in Rp. The null hypothesis H0 : θ = θ0 trans-
lates into testing that the mean of the common (under rotational symmetry
about θ0, spherically symmetric) distribution of the Yni’s is the zero vec-
tor. The Watson test can actually be seen as the (spherical) Hotelling test
rejecting the null hypothesis at asymptotic level α whenever nY¯′nS−1n Y¯n >
χ2p−1,1−α, with Y¯n := n−1
∑n
i=1Yni and with a standardization matrix Sn
that, in line with the underlying spherical symmetry, is a multiple of the iden-
tity matrix. Quite nicely, Theorem 5.1 formally proves that this linearization
provides a test that is Le Cam optimal at any f . We insist, however, that
it was unclear that such a linearization would provide a test that achieves
optimality in the original sequence of curved statistical experiments. Not
only because the impact of linearization is difficult to control, but also be-
cause it is unknown whether or not the spherical Hotelling test is optimal in
any sense under the, highly concentrated and skewed, alternatives obtained
in the tangent space (to the best of our knowledge, the only optimality
results for the spherical Hotelling test relate to shifted spherical Gaussian
distributions; see, e.g., Hallin and Paindaveine, 2002).
6. Real data illustration. The real dataset we analyze here consists in
measurements of magnetic remanence directions in n = 62 rock specimens.
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The objective of Remanent magnetism or equivalently Paleomagnetism is to
study the strength and the direction of the Earth’s magnetic field over time.
The orientation and intensity of the Earth’s magnetic field can be obtained
through the record of remanent magnetism preserved in rocks. The directions
of remanent magnetization allow scientists to determine the position of the
Earth’s magnetic pole with respect to the study location at the time when
the magnetization was acquired.
We consider here a well-known dataset on S2 that has already been used
for inference on spherical location in Fisher, Lewis and Embleton (1987).
The dataset, which is provided as Dataset A in Appendix B8 of this mono-
graph, is showed in the left panel of Figure 4. Clearly, the data is highly
concentrated. In line with this, the FvML maximum likelihood estimator of
the concentration parameter κ takes value κˆ = 76.12, which is of the same
order of magnitude as the sample size n = 62. Figure 4 also suggests that
rotational symmetry is a plausible assumption. To assess this, we performed
the three tests of rotational symmetry on S2 that were recently proposed in
Garc´ıa-Portugue´s, Paindaveine and Verdebout (2019): a location test and a
scatter test, that respectively show power against location-type alternatives
and scatter-type alternatives to rotational symmetry (we refer to Garc´ıa-
Portugue´s, Paindaveine and Verdebout, 2019 for details), as well as a hybrid
test that shows power against both types of alternatives. These three tests,
that are meant to test the null hypothesis of rotational symmetry about an
unspecified location θ, provided the p-values .844, .305 and .607, respectively,
hence did not lead to rejection at any usual nominal level. To somewhat as-
sess the robustness of this result, we performed the following analysis: on
the 62 samples of size 61 obtained by leaving one of the original observations
out, we performed the same three tests of rotational symmetry and provided
in Figure 5 the boxplots of the 62 p-values obtained for each of the three
tests. Again, at any usual nominal level, none of these subsamples led any
of the three tests to reject the null hypothesis of rotational symmetry.
The various statistical methods studied in this paper are therefore per-
fectly suitable for the present dataset. To illustrate one of these methods, we
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computed the 95% confidence cap for the spherical location defined in (3.4).
The resulting confidence cap is showed in the right panel of Figure 4. This
confidence zone is centered at the spherical mean θˆ = (.210, .104, .972)′ and,
as expected in the present high concentration setup, has a very small size.
7. Wrap up. We discussed inference on the location parameter of ro-
tationally symmetric distributions under high concentration. We did so by
considering double asymptotic scenarios where the underlying concentration
parameter κn diverges to infinity at an arbitrary rate with the sample size n.
This significantly improves over the state of the art for directional inference
under high concentration, since previous works not only focused on a para-
metric class of distributions (namely, the FvML one) but also restricted to
asymptotics as κ diverges to infinity with n fixed. Our asymptotic results
indicate that standard fixed-κ methods are robust to high concentration, in
the sense that they will remain valid in the aforementioned double asymp-
totic scenarios: the spherical mean remains consistent and asymptotically
normal, whereas the Watson and Wald tests still asymptotically meet the
level constraint. Under high concentration, however, these statistical proce-
dures enjoy faster consistency rates than in the standard fixed-κ asymptotic
scenario. Remarkably, these consistency rates depend on the type of ro-
tationally symmetric distributions considered, that is, they depend on the
underlying angular function f ; this dependence is such that the higher the
concentration, the faster the consistency rates. In contrast with all previ-
ous works on high concentration, we also considered optimality issues. We
showed that, under mild assumptions on f , the aforementioned inference
procedures enjoy strong, Le Cam-type, optimality properties. For some (not
all) angular functions, optimality requires that κn diverges to infinity suffi-
ciently fast as a function of n; the corresponding restriction, as we have seen,
is extremely mild for our running example associated with fb(z) = exp(z
b),
as optimality, for b ∈ (12 , 1) holds in particular when κn diverges to infinity
at least as fast as (log n)2, whereas no restriction of this sort is required
for b ≥ 1, hence in particular for the usual FvML case.
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APPENDIX A: PROOFS
A.1. Proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof requires the following prelim-
inary result.
Lemma A.1. If κϕf (κ)↗∞ (resp., κϕf (κ)↘ 0) as κ→∞, then there
exists z0 such that f is convex (resp., concave) in [z0,∞).
Proof of Lemma A.1. Assume that κϕf (κ)↗∞. Pick z0 large enough
so that, in [z0,∞), z 7→ zϕf (z) is monotone non-decreasing and takes its
values in [1,∞). Then, letting g(z) := z/f(z), the mean value theorem
implies that, for any a, b with z0 ≤ a < b,
0 ≤ bϕf (b)− aϕf (a) = (g(b)− g(a))f ′(b) + g(a)(f ′(b)− f ′(a))
=
1− cϕf (c)
f(c)
(b− a)f ′(b) + g(a)(f ′(b)− f ′(a)),
for some c ∈ (a, b). Since cϕ(c) ≥ 1, we must have f ′(b) ≥ f ′(a). Therefore,
f ′ is monotone non-decreasing in [z0,∞), so that f is convex on the same
set. The proof is entirely similar for the case κϕf (κ)↘ 0, where z0 is taken
so that, in [z0,∞), z 7→ zϕf (z) is monotone non-increasing and takes its
values in [0, 1]. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Writing
Aκ :=
∫ 1
1−ε
(1−s2)(p−3)/2f(κs) ds and Bκ :=
∫ 1−ε
−1
(1−s2)(p−3)/2f(κs) ds,
note that f provides high concentration if and only if Aκ/(Aκ + Bκ) → 1
as κ → ∞, or equivalently, if and only if Aκ/Bκ → ∞ as κ → ∞. In this
proof, C denotes a positive quantity that does not depend on κ and whose
value may change from line to line.
(i) Assume that κϕf (κ) ↗ ∞. Without loss of generality, restrict then
to κ ≥ κ0, where κ0 is such that f is convex in [κ0(1− ε),∞) (Lemma A.1).
Then, using the fact that (1−s2)(p−3)/2(s−(1−ε)) is positive for s ∈ (1−ε, 1),
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we have
Aκ ≥
∫ 1
1−ε
(1− s2)(p−3)/2{f(κ(1− ε)) + κ(s− (1− ε))f ′(κ(1− ε))} ds
≥ κf ′(κ(1− ε))
∫ 1
1−ε
(1− s2)(p−3)/2(s− (1− ε)) ds = Cκ(1− ε)f ′(κ(1− ε)).
Since
Bκ ≤ f(κ(1− ε))
∫ 1−ε
−1
(1− s2)(p−3)/2 ds = Cf(κ(1− ε)),
we conclude that
Aκ
Bκ
≥ Cκ(1− ε)ϕf (κ(1− ε))→∞
as κ diverges to infinity, so that f provides high concentration.
(ii) Assume that κϕf (κ) → c for some c > 0, that is, zϕf (z) = c + o(1)
as z → ∞. This means that ϕf (z) − c/z = (log f(z) − c log z)′ = g(z) for a
function g that satisfies g(z) = o(1/z) as z →∞, hence that is integrable in
a neighborhood of ∞. For z0 large enough so that g(z) ≤ 1 for z ≥ z0 and g
is integrable in [z0,∞), we then have
log
(f(z)
zc
)
= log
(f(z0)
zc0
)
+
∫ z
z0
g(y) dy = C + o(1)
as z →∞, which rewrites
(A.1) f(z) = Czc + o(zc)
for some constant C as z →∞. This entails that, for any 0 < a < b ≤ 1,∣∣∣∣∣ 1κc
∫ b
a
(1− s2)(p−3)/2(f(κs)− C(κs)c) ds
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 1
κc
(
sup
z∈[κa,κb]
|f(z)− Czc|
)∫ b
a
(1− s2)(p−3)/2 ds
≤ pi
2
sup
z∈[κa,κb]
∣∣∣∣f(z)− Czczc
∣∣∣∣→ 0
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as κ→∞. Fixing ε ∈ (0, 1/2), this implies that
Aκ
Bκ
≤
∫ 1
1−ε(1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κs) ds∫ 1−ε
1−2ε(1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κs) ds
=
κ−c
∫ 1
1−ε(1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κs) ds
κ−c
∫ 1−ε
1−2ε(1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κs) ds
=
κ−c
∫ 1
1−ε(1− s2)(p−3)/2C(κs)c ds+ o(1)
κ−c
∫ 1−ε
1−2ε(1− s2)(p−3)/2C(κs)c ds+ o(1)
→
∫ 1
1−ε(1− s2)(p−3)/2sc ds∫ 1−ε
1−2ε(1− s2)(p−3)/2sc ds
,
so that Aκ/Bκ = O(1) as κ→∞, which shows that f does not provide high
concentration.
(iii) Assume that κϕf (κ) ↘ 0. Fix ε˜ > ε and restrict, without loss of
generality, to κ ≥ κ0, where κ0 is such that f is concave in [κ0(1 − ε˜),∞)
(Lemma A.1). Concavity ensures that
Aκ ≤ f(κ)
∫ 1
1−ε
(1−s2)(p−3)/2 ds = Cf(κ) ≤ C(f(κ(1− ε˜))+κε˜f ′(κ(1− ε˜))).
Since
Bκ ≥
∫ 1−ε
1−ε˜
(1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κs) ds ≥ Cf(κ(1− ε˜)),
we obtain
Aκ
Bκ
≤ C + Cκ(1− ε)ϕf (κ(1− ε))→ C <∞
as κ diverges to infinity, so that f does not provide high concentration. 
A.2. Proof of Proposition 2.1. The proof of Proposition 2.1 requires
both following preliminary results.
Lemma A.2. For any ξ, ζ > −1,∫ 2c
0
zξ
(
2− zc
)ζ
e−z dz → 2ζΓ(ξ + 1)
as c→∞.
Proof of Lemma A.2. Letting y = 2− z/c (i.e., z = c(2− y)), we have∫ 2c
0
zξ
{(
2− zc
)ζ − 2ζ}e−z dz = ∫ 2
0
cξ+1(2− y)ξ{yζ − 2ζ}e−c(2−y) dy.
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For any y ∈ (0, 2), we have that
cξ+1(2− y)ξ∣∣yζ − 2ζ∣∣e−c(2−y) ≤ (ξ + 1)ξ+1e−(ξ+1) ∣∣yζ − 2ζ∣∣
2− y
for any c > 0. The result then follows from the Lebesgue Dominated Con-
vergence Theorem. 
Lemma A.3. (i) For b ∈ (0, 1), (1 − r)b − 1 + br ≤ 0 for any r ∈ [0, 2]
(recall that zb := sgn(z)|z|b). (ii) For b ≥ 1, there exists c ∈ (0, 1) such
that 0 ≤ (1 − r)b − 1 + br ≤ cbr for any r ∈ [0, 2]. (iii) For b > 0, there
exists C > 0 such that |(1− r)b − 1 + br| ≤ Cr2 for any r ∈ [0, 2].
Proof of Lemma A.3. (i) Fix b ∈ (0, 1) and put g(r) = (1−r)b−1+br.
For r ∈ (0, 1), g′(r) = −b(1 − r)b−1 + b ≤ 0 and for r ∈ (1, 2), g′(r) =
(−(r−1)b−1 + br)′ = −b(r−1)b−1 + b ≤ 0. Since g is continuous over [0, 2],
this implies that g is monotone non-increasing over [0, 2]. The result thus
follows from the fact that g(0) = 0.
(ii) Fix b ≥ 1. Then g′(r) ≥ 0 for any r ∈ (0, 1) ∪ (1, 2). The continuity
of g over [0, 2] and the fact that g(0) = 0 thus imply that g(r) ≥ 0 for
any r ∈ (0, 2). It remains to show that there exists c ∈ (0, 1) such that
(1− r)b + br − 1 ≤ cbr for any r ∈ [0, 2], or equivalently, that there exists a
positive integer k for which
(A.2) hk(r) := (1− r)b − 1 + br − k − 1
k
br ≤ 0
for any r ∈ [0, 2]. Clearly, hk(r) → h(r) := (1 − r)b − 1 as k → ∞ and the
convergence is uniform in r ∈ [0, 2]. Since h′2 is right-continuous at 0 and
satisfies
h′2(0) = −
b
2
< 0,
there exists η > 0 such that h′2(r) < 0 for all r ∈ (0, η], which (since h2(0) =
0) yields h2(r) < 0 for all r ∈ (0, η]. Since, for any r ∈ (0, 2], hk(r) is
monotone decreasing in k, we deduce that hk(r) < 0 for all r ∈ (0, η] and
all k ≥ 2. Now, put ε := −h2(η) > 0. The uniform convergence of (hk) to h
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ensures that there exists k0 such that |hk0(r)−h(r)| < ε/2 for any r ∈ [0, 2].
This and the fact that h is monotone decreasing in [0, 2] implies that, for
any r ∈ [η, 2],
hk0(r) < h(r) + ε/2 ≤ h(η) + ε/2 < hk0(η) + ε ≤ h2(η) + ε = 0.
We conclude that hk0(0) = 0 and hk0(r) < 0 for any r ∈ (0, 2], so that (A.2)
holds for k = k0.
(iii) The Cauchy formula for the remainder of Taylor expansions yields
that, for any r ∈ [0, 12 ], we have (1− r)b − 1 + br = 12b(b− 1)(1− ηb,rr)b−2r2
for some ηb,r ∈ (0, 1). This implies that there exists c1 > 0 such that
|(1− r)b − 1 + br| ≤ c1r2
for any r ∈ [0, 12 ]. Now, the mapping r 7→ (1 − r)b − 1 + br is continuous
over r ∈ [12 , 2], so that, for any r ∈ [12 , 2], we have
|(1− r)b − 1 + br| ≤ c2 ≤ 4c2r2.
The claim therefore holds with C := max(c1, 4c2). 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. We only need to prove that Condition (2.5)
holds for any b > 0 (the other conditions are indeed trivially fulfilled). To
do so, fix b > 0 and note that, for fb(z) = exp(z
b), (2.5) rewrites∫ 1
−1
(1− s)ξ(1 + s)ζ∣∣e(κs)b−κb − e(s−1)bκb∣∣ ds = o( 1
κb(ξ+1)
)
(in this proof, all convergences are as κ→∞), that is, letting s = 1− r,
(A.3)
∫ 2
0
rξ(2− r)ζ∣∣eκb{(1−r)b−1} − e−bκbr∣∣ dr = o( 1
κb(ξ+1)
)
.
If b ∈ (0, 1), then Parts (i) and (iii) of Lemma A.3 and the mean value
theorem yield (below, ηb,r ∈ (0, 1))∣∣eκb{(1−r)b−1} − e−bκbr∣∣ = (1− eκb{(1−r)b−1+br})e−bκbr
= κb|(1− r)b − 1 + br|eηb,rκb{(1−r)b−1+br}e−bκbr
= Cκbr2e−bκ
br.
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Now, if b ≥ 1, then Lemma A.3(ii)–(iii) and the mean value theorem yield∣∣eκb{(1−r)b−1} − e−bκbr∣∣ = (eκb{(1−r)b−1+br} − 1)e−bκbr
= κb|(1− r)b − 1 + br|eηb,rκb{(1−r)b−1+br}e−bκbr
= Cκbr2e(c−1)bκ
br.
We therefore showed that, for any b > 0, there exists K > 0 such that∣∣eκb{(1−r)b−1} − e−bκbr∣∣ = Cκbr2e−Kκbr.
By letting z = Kκbr, this yields∫ 2
0
rξ(2− r)ζ∣∣eκb{(1−r)b−1} − e−bκbr∣∣ dr ≤ Cκb ∫ 2
0
rξ+2(2− r)ζe−Kκbr dr
≤ C
Kξ+3κb(ξ+2)
∫ 2Kκb
0
zξ+2(2− z
Kκb
)ζe−z dz = O
(
1
κb(ξ+2)
)
,
where we used Lemma A.2. This proves (A.3), hence establishes the result.

A.3. Proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof crucially relies on the follow-
ing lemma.
Lemma A.4. Fix an integer p ≥ 2 and f ∈ F . Let (κn) be a positive real
sequence that diverges to ∞. Then,
(i)
1
f(κn)cp,κn,f
=
2(p−3)/2Γ
(p−1
2
)
(κnϕf (κn))(p−1)/2
+ o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))(p−1)/2
)
and
(ii)
e˜n2
(f(κn))2c2p,κn,f
=
2p−4(p− 1)Γ2(p−12 )
(κnϕf (κn))p+1
+ o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))p+1
)
as n→∞.
Proof of Lemma A.4. (i) Write
1
f(κn)cp,κn,f
=
1
f(κn)
∫ 1
−1
(1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κns) ds = Tn1 + Tn2,
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with
Tn1 :=
∫ 1
−1
(1− s2)(p−3)/2e(s−1)κnϕf (κn) ds
and
Tn2 :=
∫ 1
−1
(1− s2)(p−3)/2(elog f(κns)−log f(κn) − e(s−1)κnϕf (κn)) ds.
Letting z = (1− s)κnϕf (κn), Lemma A.2 readily yields
Tn1 =
1
(κnϕf (κn))(p−1)/2
∫ 2κnϕf (κn)
0
z(p−3)/2(2− zκnϕf (κn))
(p−3)/2e−z dz
=
2(p−3)/2Γ
(p−1
2
)
(κnϕf (κn))(p−1)/2
+ o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))(p−1)/2
)
,
Since (2.5) ensures that
Tn2 = o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))(p−1)/2
)
,
the result follows.
(ii) Using the U-statistic formulation of the variance, we have
e˜n2
(f(κn))2c2p,κn,f
=
1
2(f(κn))2
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
(s− s˜)2(1− s2)(p−3)/2(1− s˜2)(p−3)/2
×f(κns)f(κns˜) dsds˜ = Sn1 + 2Sn2 + Sn3,
where
Sn1 :=
1
2
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
(s− s˜)2
×(1− s2)(p−3)/2(1− s˜2)(p−3)/2e(s−1)κnϕf (κn)e(s˜−1)κnϕf (κn) dsds˜,
Sn2 :=
1
2
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
(s− s˜)2(1− s2)(p−3)/2(1− s˜2)(p−3)/2e(s−1)κnϕf (κn)
×(elog f(κns˜)−log f(κn) − e(s˜−1)κnϕf (κn)) dsds˜
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and
Sn3 :=
1
2
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
−1
(s− s˜)2(1− s2)(p−3)/2(1− s˜2)(p−3)/2
×(elog f(κns)−log f(κn) − e(s−1)κnϕf (κn))
×(elog f(κns˜)−log f(κn) − e(s˜−1)κnϕf (κn)) dsds˜.
We start with Sn1. Letting z = (1−s)κnϕf (κn) and z˜ = (1− s˜)κnϕf (κn),
we obtain
Sn1 =
1
2(κnϕf (κn))p+1
∫ 2κnϕf (κn)
0
∫ 2κnϕf (κn)
0
(z − z˜)2(2− zκnϕf (κn))
(p−3)/2
×(2− z˜κnϕf (κn))
(p−3)/2z(p−3)/2z˜(p−3)/2e−ze−z˜ dzdz˜
=
1
(κnϕf (κn))p+1
(∫ 2κnϕf (κn)
0
z(p+1)/2(2− zκnϕf (κn))
(p−3)/2e−z dz
)
×
(∫ 2κnϕf (κn)
0
z(p−3)/2(2− zκnϕf (κn))
(p−3)/2e−z dz
)
− 1
(κnϕf (κn))p+1
(∫ 2κnϕf (κn)
0
z(p−1)/2(2− zκnϕf (κn))
(p−3)/2e−z dz
)2
,
so that Lemma A.2 provides
Sn1 =
2p−3
(κnϕf (κn))p+1
(
Γ
(p+3
2
)
Γ
(p−1
2
)− Γ2(p+12 ))+ o( 1(κnϕf (κn))p+1
)
=
2p−3
(κnϕf (κn))p+1
((p+1
2
)(p−1
2
)− (p−12 )2)Γ2(p−12 )+ o( 1(κnϕf (κn))p+1
)
=
2p−4(p− 1)Γ2(p−12 )
(κnϕf (κn))p+1
+ o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))p+1
)
.
We turn to Sn2. Upper-bounding (s− s˜)2 = ((1− s)− (1− s˜))2 by 2(1−
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s)2 + 2(1− s˜)2, we obtain
Sn2 ≤
(∫ 1
−1
(1− s)2(1− s2)(p−3)/2e(s−1)κnϕf (κn) ds
)
×
(∫ 1
−1
(1− s2)(p−3)/2(elog f(κns)−log f(κn) − e(s−1)κnϕf (κn)) ds)
+
(∫ 1
−1
(1− s2)(p−3)/2e(s−1)κnϕf (κn) ds
)
×
(∫ 1
−1
(1− s)2(1− s2)(p−3)/2(elog f(κns)−log f(κn) − e(s−1)κnϕf (κn)) ds).
Letting z = (1− s)κnϕf (κn) in two of the four integrals above, (2.5) yields
Sn2 ≤ 1
(κnϕf (κn))(p+3)/2
(∫ 2κnϕf (κn)
0
z(p+1)/2(2− zκnϕf (κn))
(p−3)/2e−z dz
)
×
(∫ 1
−1
(1− s2)(p−3)/2(elog f(κns)−log f(κn) − e(s−1)κnϕf (κn)) ds)
+
1
(κnϕf (κn))(p−1)/2
(∫ 2κnϕf (κn)
0
z(p−3)/2(2− zκnϕf (κn))
(p−3)/2e−z dz
)
×
(∫ 1
−1
(1− s)2(1− s2)(p−3)/2(elog f(κns)−log f(κn) − e(s−1)κnϕf (κn)) ds)
= O
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))(p+3)/2
)
o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))(p−1)/2
)
+O
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))(p−1)/2
)
o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))(p+3)/2
)
= o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))p+1
)
.
We treat Sn3 by upper-bounding again (s− s˜)2 by 2(1− s)2 + 2(1− s˜)2,
which yields
Sn3 ≤ 2
(∫ 1
−1
(1− s)2(1− s2)(p−3)/2(elog f(κns)−log f(κn) − e(s−1)κnϕf (κn)) ds)
×
(∫ 1
−1
(1− s2)(p−3)/2(elog f(κns)−log f(κn) − e(s−1)κnϕf (κn)) ds)
= o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))(p+3)/2
)
o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))(p−1)/2
)
= o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))p+1
)
.
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This completes the proof. 
We can now prove Theorem 2.2.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. First note that Lemma A.4 readily yields
1− en2
f(κn)cp,κn,f
=
1
f(κn)
∫ 1
−1
(1− s2)(1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κns) ds
=
1
f(κn)cp+2,κn,f
=
2(p−1)/2Γ
(p+1
2
)
(κnϕf (κn))(p+1)/2
+ o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))(p+1)/2
)
(A.4)
and
E
[
(1− u2n1)2
]
f(κn)cp,κn,f
=
1
f(κn)
∫ 1
−1
(1− s2)2(1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κns) ds
=
1
f(κn)cp+4,κn,f
=
2(p+1)/2Γ
(p+3
2
)
(κnϕf (κn))(p+3)/2
+ o
(
1
(κnϕf (κn))(p+3)/2
)
.(A.5)
The result then follows by writing
1− en2 =
(
1− en2
f(κn)cp,κn,f
)/( 1
f(κn)cp,κn,f
)
,
e˜n2 =
(
e˜n2
(f(κn))2c2p,κn,f
)
/
(
1
f(κn)cp,κn,f
)2
and
E[v4n1] = E
[
(1− u2n1)2
]
=
(
E
[
(1− u2n1)2
]
f(κn)cp,κn,f
)/( 1
f(κn)cp,κn,f
)
,
and by using Lemma A.4 along with (A.4)–(A.5). 
A.4. Proofs of Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. Several proofs of this
section rely on the following uniform second-order delta method (the proof
is a trivial extension of the proof of Theorem 3.8 in van der Vaart, 1998).
Lemma A.5. Let φ : Rp → R be twice continuously differentiable in a
neighborhood of v. Let (vn) be a sequence in Rp converging to v. Let (Tn)
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be a sequence of random vectors taking their values in the domain of φ and
such that rn(Tn−vn) is OP(1) for a sequence (rn) that diverges to infinity.
Then,
r2n
{
φ(Tn)−φ(vn)−(Tn−vn)′∇φ(v)−1
2
(Tn−vn)′Hφ(v)(Tn−vn)
}
= oP(1),
where ∇φ(v) and Hφ(v) denote the gradient and Hessian matrix of φ at v,
respectively.
Assuming that
√
ne˜
−1/4
n2 (X¯n− en1θ) is OP(1) (this will be proved later in
this section), this lemma entails that
n
e˜
1/2
n2
{
θˆn − θ − (Ip − θθ ′)(X¯n − en1θ)(A.6)
−1
2

(X¯n − en1θ)′Hg1(θ)(X¯n − en1θ)
...
(X¯n − en1θ)′Hgp(θ)(X¯n − en1θ)

 = oP(1),
where gj : Rp \ {0} → R is the mapping defined through gj(x) = xj/‖x‖.
Note that this in particular yields
(A.7)
√
n
e˜
1/4
n2
(θˆn − θ) =
√
n
e˜
1/4
n2
(Ip − θθ ′)(X¯n − en1θ) +OP
(
e˜
1/4
n2√
n
)
.
We can now prove Theorem 3.1.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. In this proof, all expectations and variances are
under P
(n)
θ,κn,f
and all stochastic convergences are as n → ∞ under P(n)θ,κn,f .
Using the tangent-normal decomposition of Xni with respect to θ, write
√
n(X¯n − en1θ)
e˜
1/4
n2
=
1√
n
n∑
i=1
(uni − en1)
e˜
1/4
n2
θ +
1√
n
n∑
i=1
vni
e˜
1/4
n2
Sni =: Vnθ +Wn.
Since Theorem 2.2(ii) implies that
E
[(
1√
n
n∑
i=1
(uni − en1)
e˜
1/4
n2
)2]
= e˜
1/2
n2 Var
[
1√
n
n∑
i=1
(uni − en1)√
e˜n2
]
= e˜
1/2
n2 = o(1),
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we obtain that √
n(X¯n − en1θ)
e˜
1/4
n2
= Wn + oP(1).
For any unit p-vector u, write
u′Wn =
n∑
i=1
vniu
′Sni√
ne˜
1/4
n2
=:
n∑
i=1
Zni.
For any n, the Zni’s are centered i.i.d. random variables such that
s2n := Var
[ n∑
i=1
Zni
]
=
(1− en2)u′(Ip − θθ ′)u
(p− 1)e˜1/2n2
=
√
2u′(Ip − θθ ′)u√
p− 1 + o(1),
where we used the first result in (2.6). Aiming at establishing the asymptotic
normality of u′Wn, the Lindeberg condition reads
(A.8) `n :=
1
s2n
n∑
i=1
E
[
Z2niI[|Zni| > εsn]
]
= o(1).
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz and Chebyshev inequalities yields
`n =
n
s2n
E
[
Z2n1I[|Zn1| > εsn]
]
≤ n
s2n
√
E
[
Z4n1
]
P [|Zn1| > εsn]
≤ n
s2n
√
E
[
Z4n1
]
Var[Zn1]
ε2s2n
=
1
εs2n
√
nE
[
Z4n1
]
.
Since the second convergence in (2.6) provides
nE
[
Z4n1
]
= nE
[(
vn1u
′Sn1√
ne˜
1/4
n2
)4]
≤ E[v
4
n1]
ne˜n2
= O
(
1
n
)
,
the Lindeberg condition in (A.8) is satisfied, so that s−1n u′Wn is asymptot-
ically standard normal for any unit p-vector u. Consequently,
u′Wn
D→ N
(
0,
√
2u′(Ip − θθ ′)u√
p− 1
)
for any unit p-vector u, which entails that
Wn
D→ N
(
0,
√
2√
p− 1(Ip − θθ
′)
)
.
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It follows that
(A.9)
√
n(X¯n − en1θ)
e˜
1/4
n2
D→ N
(
0,
√
2√
p− 1(Ip − θθ
′)
)
.
Therefore, (A.7) holds and readily yields
√
n(θˆn − θ)
e˜
1/4
n2
D→ N
(
0,
√
2√
p− 1(Ip − θθ
′)
)
,
which, by using Theorem 2.2(ii), provides the weak limiting result in (3.1).
The one in (3.2) then follows by noting that 1 − (θ ′θˆn)2 = (θˆn − θ)′(Ip −
θθ ′)−(θˆn − θ), where A− stands the Moore-Penrose inverse of A. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Direct computations allow checking that the
function gj : Rp \ {0} → R defined through gj(x) = xj/‖x‖ has the Hessian
matrix
Hgj(x) =
1
‖x‖3
[
3xjxx
′
‖x‖2 − ejx
′ − xe′j − xjIp
]
,
where ej stands for the jth vector of the canonical basis of Rp. Therefore,
premultiplying both sides of (A.6) by θ ′ yields
n(θ ′θˆn − 1)
e˜
1/2
n2
=
n
2e˜
1/2
n2
(X¯n − en1θ)′H(X¯n − en1θ) + oP(1),
where (the θj ’s are the components of θ)
H :=
p∑
j=1
θjHgj(θ) = 3θθ
′ − θθ ′ − θθ ′ − Ip = −(Ip − θθ ′).
Therefore, using (A.9), we obtain that√
2(p− 1)n(1− θ ′θˆn)
e˜
1/2
n2
=
n
e˜
1/2
n2
(X¯n − en1θ)′
×
(√
p− 1√
2
(Ip − θθ ′)
)
(X¯n − en1θ) + oP(1) D→ χ2p−1.
The result then follows from Theorem 2.2(ii). 
The proof of Theorem 3.3 requires the following preliminary result.
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Lemma A.6. Fix an integer p ≥ 2 and f ∈ F . Let (θn) be a sequence
in Sp−1 and (κn) be a positive real sequence that diverges to infinity. Then,
under P
(n)
θn,κn,f
,
1
ne˜
1/4
n2
n∑
i=1
XniX
′
ni =
1
ne˜
1/4
n2
n∑
i=1
u2niθnθ
′
n + oP(1)
as n → ∞, where uni = X′niθn refers to the tangent-normal decomposition
of Xni with respect to θn.
Proof of Lemma A.6. Using the tangent-normal decomposition of Xni
with respect to θn, write
1
ne˜
1/4
n2
n∑
i=1
XniX
′
ni =
1
ne˜
1/4
n2
n∑
i=1
(uniθn + vniSni)(uniθn + vniSni)
′
=
(
1
ne˜
1/4
n2
n∑
i=1
u2niθnθ
′
n
)
+Tn1 +Tn2 +Tn3,
where
Tn1 :=
1
ne˜
1/4
n2
n∑
i=1
univni(θnS
′
ni + Sniθ
′
n), Tn2 :=
1− en2
(p− 1)e˜1/4n2
(Ip − θnθ ′n)
and
Tn3 :=
1
ne˜
1/4
n2
n∑
i=1
(
v2niSniS
′
ni −
1− en2
p− 1 (Ip − θnθ
′
n)
)
.
Applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and using (2.6) yields
E
[∥∥∥∥ 1
ne˜
1/4
n2
n∑
i=1
univniSni
∥∥∥∥2] = E[u2n1v2n1]n√e˜n2 ≤
√
E[v4n1]
n
√
e˜n2
= o(1),
which implies that Tn1 converges to zero in probability. Using (2.6) along
with the fact e˜n2 = o(1) (Theorem 2.2), we obtain that Tn2 = o(1). Now,
denoting as vec the operator that stacks the columns of a matrix on top of
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each other and using the identity E[Sn1S
′
n1] = (Ip−θnθ ′n)/(p−1), we obtain
E
[∥∥vecTn3∥∥2] = 1
n
√
e˜n2
E
[∥∥∥∥vec(v2n1Sn1S′n1 − 1− en2p− 1 (Ip − θnθ ′n)
)∥∥∥∥2]
=
1
n
√
e˜n2
Tr
[
E
[(
v2n1Sn1S
′
n1 −
1− en2
p− 1 (Ip − θnθ
′
n)
)2]]
=
1
n
√
e˜n2
Tr
[
E
[
v4n1Sn1S
′
n1−
2(1− en2)
p− 1 v
2
n1Sn1S
′
n1+
(1− en2)2
(p− 1)2 (Ip − θnθ
′
n)
]]
=
1
n
√
e˜n2
Tr
[
E[v4n1]
p− 1 (Ip − θnθ
′
n)−
(1− en2)2
(p− 1)2 (Ip − θnθ
′
n)
]
=
1
n
√
e˜n2
(
E[v4n1]−
(1− en2)2
p− 1
)
= o(1).
Using again (2.6) along with the fact e˜n2 = o(1) thus shows that Tn3 con-
verges to zero in probability, which establishes the result. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. By using Theorem 2.2(i), it follows from The-
orem 3.1 that√
n(p− 1)(θˆn − θ)√
1− en2
D→ N (0, Ip−θθ ′) and n(p− 1)(1− (θ ′θˆn)2)
1− en2
D→ χ2p−1
and from Theorem 3.2 that
2n(p− 1)(1− θ ′θˆn)
1− en2
D→ χ2p−1,
as n→∞ under P(n)θ,κn,f (in this proof, all stochastic convergences are under
this sequence of hypotheses). Therefore, it is sufficient to show that
1− eˆn2
1− en2 =
1− 1n
∑n
i=1(X
′
niθ)
2
1− en2 −
e˜
1/2
n2
1− en2 ×
1
n
∑n
i=1((X
′
niθˆn)
2 − (X′niθ)2)
e˜
1/2
n2
=: Yn1 − e˜
1/2
n2
1− en2 Yn2 = 1 + oP(1).
Since Theorem 2.2 implies that
Var[Yn1] =
Var[u2n1]
n(1− en2)2 =
Var[v2n1]
n(1− en2)2 ≤
E[v4n1]
n(1− en2)2 = O
( 1
n
)
,
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we have E[(Yn1 − 1)2] =
(
E[Yn1] − 1
)2
+ Var[Yn1] = Var[Yn1] = o(1), so
that Yn1 = 1 + oP(1). Since the same theorem also implies that e˜
1/2
n2 /(1 −
en2) = O(1), it is sufficient to prove that Yn2 = oP(1).
To do so, write
(A.10) Yn2 =
1√
n
(θˆn + θ)
′
[
1
ne˜
1/4
n2
n∑
i=1
XniX
′
ni
]√
n(θˆn − θ)
e˜
1/4
n2
·
Using Lemma A.6 (with θn ≡ θ) and (A.7), we then obtain
Yn2 =
1√
n
(θˆn + θ)
′
[
1
ne˜
1/4
n2
n∑
i=1
u2niθθ
′ + oP(1)
]
×
(√
n
e˜
1/4
n2
(Ip − θθ ′)(X¯n − en1θ) +OP
(
e˜
1/4
n2√
n
))
=
1√
n
(θˆn + θ)
′
[
1
ne˜
1/4
n2
n∑
i=1
u2niθθ
′ + oP(1)
]
OP
(
e˜
1/4
n2√
n
)
+ oP(1),
where we used (A.9). Since n−1
∑n
i=1 u
2
ni ≤ 1 almost surely, we conclude
that Yn2 is oP(1), which establishes the result. 
A.5. Proofs of Lemma 4.1 and Theorem 4.1.
Proof of Lemma 4.1. We start with X¯′nθ0. Since X¯′nθ0 = X¯′nθn−νnX¯′nτ n,
we have
E[(X¯′nθ0 − 1)2] ≤ 3E[(X¯′nθn − en1)2] + 3ν2nE[(X¯′nτ n)2] + 3(en1 − 1)2
= 3E[(X¯′nθn − en1)2] + o(1),
where we used the facts that ‖X¯n‖ ≤ 1 almost surely and that en1 = 1+o(1).
Since the tangent-normal decomposition with respect to θn further entails
that
E[(X¯′nθn−en1)2] = E
[(
1
n
n∑
i=1
(uni−en1)
)2]
= Var
[
1
n
n∑
i=1
uni
]
=
e˜n2
n
= o(1),
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we conclude that X¯′nθ0 converges to one in quadratic mean, hence also in
probability.
We turn to Rn, which we decompose as
Rn =
1− 1n
∑n
i=1(X
′
niθn − νnX′niτ n)2√
2(p− 1)e˜1/2n2
= Rn1 +Rn2 −Rn3,
with
Rn1 :=
1− 1n
∑n
i=1(X
′
niθn)
2√
2(p− 1)e˜1/2n2
, Rn2 :=
√
2νn√
p− 1ne˜1/2n2
θ ′n
( n∑
i=1
XniX
′
ni
)
τ n
and
Rn3 :=
ν2n√
2(p− 1)ne˜1/2n2
n∑
i=1
(X′niτ n)
2.
Since (2.6) entails that
E[Rn1] =
1− en2√
2(p− 1)e˜1/2n2
= 1 + o(1)
and
Var[Rn1] =
Var[u2n1]
2(p− 1)ne˜n2 =
Var[v2n1]
2(p− 1)ne˜n2 ≤
E[v4n1]
2(p− 1)ne˜n2 = o(1),
we have that Rn1 converges to one in quadratic mean, hence also in proba-
bility. As for Rn2, Lemma A.6 and Theorem 2.2(ii) yield
Rn2 =
√
2νn√
p− 1e˜1/4n2
θ ′n
(
Un
e˜
1/4
n2
θnθ
′
n + oP(1)
)
τ n =
√
2νn(θ
′
nτ n)Un√
p− 1 e˜1/2n2
+ oP(1),
where we let Un := (1/n)
∑n
i=1 u
2
ni. Since θn = θ+νnτ n is a unit p-vector, we
have θ ′τ n = −νn‖τ n‖2/2, which yields θ ′nτ n = (θ + νnτ n)′τ n = νn‖τ n‖2/2.
Thus, using Theorem 2.2(ii) and the fact that Un ≤ 1 almost surely, we
obtain
Rn2 =
ν2n‖τ n‖2Un√
2(p− 1) e˜1/2n2
+ oP(1) = oP(1).
Finally, since (X′niτ n)
2 ≤ ‖τ n‖2 almost surely, Theorem 2.2(ii) also entails
that Rn3 = oP(1). Therefore, Rn = 1 + oP(1), as was to be proved. 
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Proof of Theorem 4.1. Since Part (i) of the result is actually a particu-
lar case of Part (ii), we only prove the latter. Accordingly, all stochastic con-
vergences in this proof will be as n→∞ under P(n)θn,κn,f , with θn = θ0+νnτ n,
νn := 1/
√
nκnϕf (κn) and τ n → τ . Consider then
TWn :=
(p− 1)1/4√n(X¯n − en1θ0)
21/4e˜
1/4
n2
=
(p− 1)1/4√n(X¯n − en1θn)
21/4e˜
1/4
n2
+
(p− 1)1/4
21/4e˜
1/4
n2
√
κnϕf (κn)
en1τ n
=
(p− 1)1/4√n(X¯n − en1θn)
21/4e˜
1/4
n2
+ τ + o(1),
where we used Theorem 2.2(ii) and the fact that en1 = 1 + o(1). Now,
proceeding exactly as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, it can be shown that
√
n(X¯n − en1θn)
e˜
1/4
n2
D→ N
(
0,
√
2√
p− 1(Ip − θ0θ
′
0)
)
.
It follows that TWn
D→ N (τ , Ip − θ0θ ′0), so that Lemma 4.1 entails that
Wn = W˜n + oP(1) = (T
W
n )
′(Ip − θ0θ ′0)TWn + oP(1) D→ χ2p−1
(‖τ ‖2).
Turning then to the Wald test, consider now
TSn :=
(p− 1)1/4√n(θˆn − θ0)
21/4e˜
1/4
n2
=
(p− 1)1/4√n(θˆn − θn)
21/4e˜
1/4
n2
+ τ + o(1).
Since, under the sequence of hypotheses considered, Lemma A.5 implies that
√
n
e˜
1/4
n2
(θˆn − θn) =
√
n
e˜
1/4
n2
(Ip − θ0θ ′0)(X¯n − en1θn) + oP(1),
we have that TSn = (I − θ0θ ′0)TWn + oP(1). Using Lemma 4.1 again, this
yields that Sn = S˜n + oP(1) = (T
S
n)
′(Ip − θ0θ ′0)TSn + oP(1) = (TWn )′(Ip −
θ0θ
′
0)T
W
n + oP(1) = Wn + oP(1), which establishes the result. 
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A.6. Proofs of Proposition 5.1 and Theorem 5.1. The proof of
Proposition 5.1 requires the following result.
Lemma A.7. Fix b > 0. Then there exists Cb such that for any x, y ∈ R
with x, y > 0, one has |yb− xb− b(y− x)xb−1| ≤ Cb(y− x)2(|x|b−2 + |y|b−2).
Proof. Since x, y > 0, the mapping z 7→ zb is continuous on the interval
with end points x and y, and it is differentiable on the interior of this interval.
The mean value theorem then yields that, for some c between x and y,
|yb − xb − b(y − x)xb−1| = |b(b− 1)(y − x)2cb−2/2|
≤ |b(b− 1)|(y − x)2 max(|x|b−2, |y|b−2) ≤ |b(b− 1)|(y − x)2(|x|b−2 + |y|b−2),
which establishes the result. 
Proof of Proposition 5.1. With f(z) = exp(zb),
κ(p+1)/2(ϕf (κ))
(p−3)/2 1
f(κ)
∫ 1
−1
(
ϕf (κs)− ϕf (κ)
)2
(1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κs) ds
= b(p+1)/2κb(p+1)/2
∫ 1
−1
(sb−1 − 1)2(1− s2)(p−3)/2eκb(sb−1) ds
= b(p+1)/2κb(p+1)/2
∫ 2
0
((1− r)b−1 − 1)2(r(2− r))(p−3)/2eκb{(1−r)b−1} dr,(A.11)
where we let r = 1 − s. Let δ = 1 if b ∈ (0, 1) and 0 otherwise. Then, by
using Lemma A.3(i)–(ii) and the fact that there exists some constant C such
that |(1−r)b−1−1| ≤ Cr|1−r|δ(b−1) for any r ∈ [0, 2], we obtain that (A.11)
is upper-bounded by
Cκb(p+1)/2
∫ 1/2
0
r(p+1)/2e−Kκ
br dr
+Cκb(p+1)/2e−Kκ
b/2
∫ 2
1/2
(1− r)2(b−1)(2− r)(p−3)/2 dr
≤ C 1
κb
∫ Kκb/2
0
z(p+1)/2e−z dz + o(1) = O
( 1
κb
)
+ o(1) = o(1).
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We may therefore focus on (5.1). Fix then a positive sequence (κn) diverg-
ing to infinity (which, for b ∈ (12 , 1), is assumed to satisfy the assumption
stated in the proposition), a bounded positive sequence (tn), and consider
the quantities h±n (s, w) appearing in (5.1). First note that
κns+ h
±
n (s, w)
κns
= 1− 12 t2nν2n ±
cntnνn(1− s2)1/2w1/2
s
,
so that, for n large enough,∣∣∣∣1− κns+ h±n (s, w)κns
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 14 + Mνn|s| ,
where we let M := supn tn. Hence, for s /∈ In := (−4Mνn, 4Mνn) and n
large enough,
(A.12)
κns+ h
±
n (s, w)
κns
∈
[
1
2
,
3
2
]
.
For n large enough, we then have
n(κnϕf (κn))
(p−1)/2
f(κn)
×
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
0
∣∣∣ log f(κns+ h±n (s, w))− log f(κns)− h±n (s, w)ϕf (κns)∣∣∣
×f(κns)(1− s2)(p−3)/2w−1/2 dGp(w)ds
= nκb(p−1)/2n
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
0
∣∣(κns+ h±n (s, w))b − (κns)b − bh±n (s, w)(κns)b−1∣∣
×(1− s2)(p−3)/2eκbn(sb−1) dGp(w)ds
≤ Tn1 + Tn2,
where, with Icn := [−1, 1] \ In, we let
Tn1 := nκ
b(p−1)/2
n
∫
Icn
∫ 1
0
∣∣(κns+ h±n (s, w))b − (κns)b − bh±n (s, w)(κns)b−1∣∣
×(1− s2)(p−3)/2eκbn(sb−1) dGp(w)ds
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and
Tn2 := nκ
b(p−1)/2
n e
−(1−Cε)κbn
×
∫
In
∫ 1
0
∣∣(κns+ h±n (s, w))b − (κns)b − bh±n (s, w)(κns)b−1∣∣
×(1− s2)(p−3)/2 dGp(w)ds;
here, Cε := 1/2 if b ≥ 1 and Cε := ε/4 if b ∈ (0, 1), where ε > 0 is as in the
statement of the proposition.
Let us first consider T1n. It directly follows from (A.12) that, for n large
enough, κns+h
±
n (s, w) and κns share the same sign in the integrand of T1n.
Consequently, using Lemma A.7 then (A.12) yields∣∣(κns+ h±n (s, w))b − (κns)b − bh±n (s, w)(κns)b−1∣∣
≤ C(h±n (s, w))2
(
|κns+ h±n (s, w)|b−2 + |κns|b−2
)
≤ C(κ2nν4n + κ2nν2n(1− s2))κb−2n
≤ C(κ−bn + 1− s2)
for n large enough. Therefore, by using again Lemma A.3(i)–(ii), we obtain
that, still for n large enough,
Tn1 ≤ Cκb(p−1)/2n
∫ 1
−1
(
κ−bn + 1− s2
)
eκ
b
n(s
b−1)(1− s2)(p−3)/2 ds
≤ Cκb(p−1)/2n
∫ 2
0
(
κ−bn + r(2− r)
)
(r(2− r))(p−3)/2eκbn((1−r)b−1) dr
≤ Cκb(p−1)/2n
∫ 2
0
(
κ−bn + r(2− r)
)
(r(2− r))(p−3)/2e−Kκbnr dr.
Letting z = Kκbnr, we obtain
Tn1 ≤ Cκb(p−3)/2n
∫ 2Kκbn
0
(
κ−bn +
z
Kκbn
(
2− z
Kκbn
))(
z
Kκbn
(
2− z
Kκbn
))(p−3)/2
e−z dz
≤ Cκ−bn
∫ 2Kκbn
0
(
1 + zK
(
2− z
Kκbn
))(
z
Kb
(
2− z
Kκbn
))(p−3)/2
e−z dz,
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which shows using Lemma A.2 that Tn1 is O(κ
−b
n ), hence o(1).
Turning to Tn2, we have∣∣(κns+ h±n (s, w))b − (κns)b − bh±n (s, w)(κns)b−1∣∣
≤ |κns+ h±n (s, w)|b + |κns|b + b|h±n (s, w)||κns|b−1
≤ Cκbn(|s|b + νbn) + κbn|s|b + Cκbn(|s|+ νn)|s|b−1)
≤ Cκbn(|s|b + νn|s|b−1 + νbn),
which yields
Tn2 = Cnκ
b(p+1)/2
n e
−(1−Cε)κbn
∫ 4Mνn
−4Mνn
(|s|b + νn|s|b−1 + νbn) ds
= Cnκb(p+1)/2n ν
b+1
n e
−(1−Cε)κbn
= Cn(1−b)/2κb(p−b)/2n e
−(1−Cε)κbn .
Consequently, if b ≥ 1, then Tn2 is o(1), as was to be shown. Focus then on
the case b ∈ (12 , 1). By assumption, for n large enough,
log n
κbn
≤ 2− ε
1− b , or equivalently, n ≤ e
( 2−ε
1−b )κ
b
n ,
which yields
Tn2 ≤ Cn(1−b)/2κb(p−b)/2n e−(1−(ε/4))κ
b
n
≤ Cκb(p−b)/2n e{(2−ε)/2−(1−ε/4)}κ
b
n = Cκb(p−b)/2n e
−εκbn/4,
so that Tn2 = o(1). The result follows. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Write
log
dP
(n)
θ+νnτn,κn,f
dP
(n)
θ,κn,f
=
n∑
i=1
(
log f(κnuni + κnνnτ
′
nXni)− log f(κnuni)
)
= Ln1 + Ln2 + Ln3,
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with
Ln1 := ν
−1
n τ
′
nX¯n =
√
nκnϕf (κn)τ
′
nX¯n,
Ln2 :=
√
κn√
nϕf (κn)
n∑
i=1
(
ϕf (κnuni)− ϕf (κn)
)
τ ′nXni,
and
Ln3 :=
n∑
i=1
(
log f(κnuni+κnνnτ
′
nXni)−log f(κnuni)−κnνnϕf (κnuni)τ ′nXni
)
.
Using the identity τ ′nθ = −12νn‖τ ‖2 and Lemma 4.1, we readily obtain
Ln1 = ν
−1
n τ
′
n(Ip − θθ ′)X¯n + ν−1n (τ ′nθ)(θ ′X¯n) = τ ′n∆(n)θ,f −
1
2
‖τ n‖2(θ ′X¯n)
= τ ′n∆
(n)
θ,f −
1
2
‖τ n‖2 + oP(1) = τ ′n∆(n)θ,f −
1
2
τ ′nΓθτ n + oP(1),
so that we only need to show that both Ln2 and Ln3 are oP(1).
We start with Ln2. Using the tangent-normal decomposition of Xni with
respect to θ, write Ln2 = Ln2a + τ
′
nLn2b, where we let
Ln2a :=
√
κn√
nϕf (κn)
n∑
i=1
(
ϕf (κnuni)− ϕf (κn)
)
uni(τ
′
nθ)
and
Ln2b :=
√
κn√
nϕf (κn)
n∑
i=1
(
ϕf (κnuni)− ϕf (κn)
)
vniSni.
We have
E[L2n2a] ≤
nκn
ϕf (κn)
E
[(
ϕf (κnun1)− ϕf (κn)
)2
u2n1
]
(τ ′nθ)
2
≤ nκnν
2
n
ϕf (κn)
‖τ n‖2 E
[(
ϕf (κnun1)− ϕf (κn)
)2
u2n1
]
≤ ‖τ n‖
2
κnϕf (κn)
(
κn
ϕf (κn)
E
[(
ϕf (κnun1)− ϕf (κn)
)2])
and
E[‖Ln2b‖2] = κn
ϕf (κn)
E
[(
ϕf (κnun1)− ϕf (κn)
)2
v2n1
]
≤ κn
ϕf (κn)
E
[(
ϕf (κnun1)− ϕf (κn)
)2]
.
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Now, by using Lemma A.4(i) and the fact that f ∈ FLAN(p, κn, ‖τ n‖), we
obtain
κn
ϕf (κn)
E
[(
ϕf (κns)− ϕf (κn)
)2]
=
κncp,κn,f
ϕf (κn)
∫ 1
−1
∫
S⊥
θ
(
ϕf (κns)− ϕf (κn)
)2
(1− s2)(p−3)/2f(κns) dσ(u)ds
= O
(
κ(p+1)/2n (ϕf (κn))
(p−3)/2
)
×
∫ 1
−1
(
ϕf (κns)− ϕf (κn)
)2
(1− s2)(p−3)/2 f(κns)
f(κn)
ds = o(1).
Therefore, E[L2n2a] and E[‖Ln2b‖2] are o(1), which implies that Ln2a and Ln2b,
hence also Ln2, are oP(1).
Let us turn to Ln3. Since τ
′
nXn1 = un1τ
′
nθ+vn1τ
′
nSn1 = −12νnun1‖τ n‖2+
vn1τ
′
nSn1 and ‖(Ip − θθ ′)τ n‖2 = ‖τ n‖2 − (θ ′τ n)2 = ‖τ n‖2 − 14ν2n‖τ n‖4 =
c2n‖τ n‖2, rotation invariance yields that E[|Ln3|] is upper-bounded by
nE
[∣∣ log f(κnun1 + κnνnτ ′nXn1)− log f(κnun1)− κnνnϕf (κnun1)τ ′nXn1∣∣]
= nE
[∣∣log f(κnun1 − 12κnν2nun1‖τ n‖2 + cnκnνnvn1‖τ n‖Un1)− log f(κnun1)
−(− 12κnν2nϕf (κnun1)un1‖τ n‖2 + cnκnνnϕf (κnun1)vn1‖τ n‖Un1)∣∣],
where Un1 = θ
′
⊥Sn, with θ⊥ an arbitrary unit vector orthogonal to θ. Clearly,
Un1 is equal in distribution to any marginal of a random vector that is
uniformly distributed over Sp−2. Therefore, −Un1 D= Un1 and W := U21 has
the cumulative distribution function Gp in page 16, so that conditioning
with respect to the sign of Un1 yields that E[|Ln3|] is o(1) if and only if
nE
[∣∣ log f(κnun1 − 12κnν2nun1‖τ n‖2 ± cnκnνnvn1‖τ n‖W 1/2)− log f(κnun1)
−(− 12κnν2nϕf (κnun1)un1‖τ n‖2 ± cnκnνnϕf (κnun1)vn1‖τ n‖W 1/2)∣∣] = o(1).
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In view of Lemma A.4(i), this is the case if and only if
1
f(κn)
∫ 1
−1
∫ 1
0
∣∣∣ log f(κns− 12κnν2ns‖τ n‖2 ± cnκnνn(1− s2)1/2‖τ n‖w1/2)
−log f(κns)−
(− 12κnν2nϕf (κns)s‖τ n‖2±cnκnϕf (κns)νn(1− s2)1/2‖τ n‖w1/2)∣∣∣
×f(κns)(1− s2)(p−3)/2 dGp(w)ds = o
(
1
n(κnϕf (κn))(p−1)/2
)
.
Since f belongs to FLAN(p, κn, ‖τ n‖), the result then follows. 
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Fig 1. Histograms of 2nκnϕf (κn)(1−θ ′θˆn) (left) and 2n(p−1)(1−θ ′θˆn)/(1− eˆn2) (right)
computed from 10,000 random samples from P
(n)
θ,κn,fb
, with n = 100, θ = (1, 0, 0)′, κn = n,
and fb(z) = exp(z
b), for b = 0.5 (top), b = 1 (middle) and b = 1.4 (bottom). The
blue curve is the kernel density estimate resulting from the R command density with
default parameter values. The orange curve is the corresponding kernel density estimate
for random samples generated with κn =
√
n. The theoretical limiting density, namely the
density of the χ22 distribution, is plotted in black.
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Fig 2. (Left:) Histogram of 2n(p − 1)(1 − θ ′θˆn)/(1 − eˆn2) computed from 2,500 random
samples from P
(n)
θ,κn,fb
, with n = 10,000, θ = (1, 0, 0)′, κn = n, and fb(z) = exp(zb),
for b = 0.5. The blue curve is the kernel density estimate resulting from the R com-
mand density with default parameter values. The orange curve is the corresponding ker-
nel density estimate for random samples generated with κn =
√
n. The theoretical limiting
density is still plotted in black. (Right:) Histogram of uni = X
′
niθ, i = 1, . . . , n, where
the Xni’s form a random sample from P
(n)
θ,κn,fb
, with n = 10,000, θ = (1, 0, 0)′, κn =
√
n,
and fb(z) = exp(z
b), for b = 0.5.
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Fig 3. Plots of the differences between (i) the rejection frequencies of the Watson and Wald
tests and (ii) their theoretical limiting powers in (4.4). Rejection frequencies are obtained
from a collection of M = 10,000 random samples of size n = 100 (left) or n = 700 (right)
from the rotationally symmetric distribution with location θn` in (4.3), concentration κn =√
n or n, and angular function z 7→ fb = exp(zb), with b = 0.5 (top), 1 (middle) or 1.4
(bottom); see Section 4 for details.
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Fig 4. (Left:) plot of the n = 62 directions of magnetic remanence associated with the
real dataset cosidered in Section 6. (Right:) plot of the same dataset with, in red, the
corresponding 95% confidence cap in (3.4).
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Fig 5. Boxplots of the p-values of three tests of rotational symmetry over S2 obtained from
the 62 leave-one-out samples obtained for the magnetic remanence data set; see Section 6
for details. The tests considered are (the unspecified-θ versions of) the location test, scat-
ter test and hybrid test of rotational symmetry from Garc´ıa-Portugue´s, Paindaveine and
Verdebout (2019).
